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The paper has portrayed the part, position and obligation of a customary Hindu spouse in the 

character of Savitri in R.K. Narayan’s The Dark Room. How a devoted spouse endures 

noiselessly in the conventional Hindu culture and patriarchal standards of the Indian culture. 

Other than assuming the customary wifely part, Savitri is additionally a friendly and 

thoughtful mother who dependably thinks for the welfare and prosperity of her youngsters.  
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INTRODUCTION 

        

R.K. Narayan is a famous Indian writer who made superb and wonderful ladies characters 

brimming with life and imperativeness. In examining the ladies characters of R.K. Narayan 

here, I have taken up the character of Savitri from his novel, “The Dark Room”. This novel 

has a perfect conventional Hindu spouse, Savitri. She speaks to a bona fide picture of 

noiseless enduring and servile surrender of a conventional Hindu white collar class 

housewife. In the exceptionally opening of the novel, Ramani, the spouse, shows up as a 

totalitarian husband and father. He constrains his child Babu to go to class regardless of 

having fever. At the point when Savitri tries to challenge her better half’s treatment of their 

child, Ramani reprimands her by saying that she has no business to intrude with his treatment 
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of the youngsters. He didn’t hear even a solitary word from Savitri. He attempted to lead his 

family on his will. He even discovers deficiencies with the readiness of sustenance with no 

reason. He generally whined for something or the other.  

 

Savitri dependably bears her significant other’s ridiculous abuse and insults noiselessly. She 

pulls back from all obligations and simply lies with her face to the divider, pulled back into 

herself. She completely realizes that it is pointless thing to give any remark. She moves in the 

tune of her better half whether it is correct or off-base. She has neither the privilege to ask or 

talk about any matter nor time to think whether she ought to obey or not. She is pulled in the 

course he prefers. Indeed, even following fifteen years of her wedded life, she acknowledges 

annihilation and discovers disappointment all around. Savitri, through her own particular 

encounters and endeavors, finds that a lady’s place is just by her better half’s and youngsters’ 

side. Her lone capacity is to care for her better half and family and dependably keeps herself 

prepared to satisfy their necessities. In doing a great deal for her significant other and kids her 

life resembles a “confined fowl” — a flying creature without wings. She gets herself 

vulnerable before her significant other and has no option however to resign mutely into the 

dim room. Since time immemorial ladies have stayed secluded and restricted to the four 

dividers of the house and regarded as ‘the second sex’.  

 

Savitri is a tradition bound faithful Hindu spouse, joined and committed to her family 

regardless of her agony of consistent disregard and affront at her significant other’s hand. 

Upon the arrival of the Navaratri celebration, the spouse, Ramani, beats their child Babu for 

the disappointment of power. Savitri tries to ensure Babu, and rebellions against the 

suppressive conduct of her significant other and also against the male-commanded society. 

She is so profoundly tormented by the ‘beating scene’ that she declines to take her 

nourishment. She even turns down the demand of the youngsters. In the Indian culture, ladies 

are kept under the chain of confinements which have demolished the flexibility of ladies. A 

spouse who does not whine is viewed as the unobtrusive lady in the general public. Savitri 

has rebelled against the well established custom of the general public however she is 

vanquished. Therefore, ladies are powerless casualties of misuse  

 

Indeed, even fifteen years of wedded life have neglected to set up a decent relationship 

amongst Savitri and her better half. Ramani likes to determine vicious delights in the misery 

of his relatives. In some cases,  

 

Ramani appears to love her and even need to go with her. Be that as it may, it is not the 

veritable warmth of a spouse. It is a delight which emerges out of ownership for an 

uncommon question. A to a great degree incommunicative spouse makes herself a ware. She 

is the casualty of the abuse of her better half. Indeed, even in this circumstance, she adjusts 
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splendidly, to a customary part of a decent spouse or a decent mother. She thinks of her as 

spouse a protecting tree in whom she needs to depend.  

 

Savitri bears the cruel disposition of her significant other. She is reproved by her better half. 

She feels that she is feeble and has not the smallest energy to do anything at home. She has 

been given an auxiliary place. Her own emotions and independence get no thought. She is 

considered simply a subjugated robotization that ought to naturally react to him in the way he 

prefers. In the male-ruled society, she endures in the hands of her better half who is an 

oppressor.  

 

Savitri’s life turned out to be more hopeless when her better half had unlawful association 

with another lady. She turned into a defenseless casualty abused by her significant other. She 

sulked oblivious room of the house like the mummy inside the pyramid of antiquated Egypt. 

Despite the fact that she knew her better half’s undertakings with Shanta Bai, she never 

thought to separation him. She additionally realized that her significant other abused her and 

additionally her kids. She attempted to get him the correct way. She didn’t prefer to live in 

perplexity and expected that on the off chance that anything happened, her family would be a 

broken family and the response of such a circumstance would be tumbled to their youngsters. 

In any case, Ramani did not enjoy the sentiments of his better half. Seeing no real way to 

right her better half, she went out. She understood her pride as a person and got to be 

distinctly cognizant. Like Ibsen’s Nora, she declines to be dealt with as a doll and left the 

house. In any case, she was baffled in the wake of going out as she was always spooky by the 

recollections of her youngsters. Depicting her mental express the author composes: “Perhaps 

Sumati and Kamala have not had their hair combed for ages now ...” (Narayan 190).  

 

The way that she returns for her youngsters just improves her greatness as a mother. She goes 

out battling against her destiny, against the general public and against her own particular 

spouse however she is vanquished. Like a genuine Hindu lady, she stashes her pride and 

endures the brutal and barbarous treatment of her significant other. She acknowledges the 

customary view that the spouse is a divine being and she should acknowledge what destiny 

has appointed to her. The sad existence of Savitri is at first one like that of Desdemona, a 

Christ figure, who endures peacefully as opposed to enlisting a vocal dissent. She is 

excessively resigned a doll and excessively quiet like the mother-cow, making it impossible 

to either pull in or capture her significant other’s consideration. Savitri is a perfect Hindu 

spouse who endures noiselessly or who favors starving till late night to take her sustenance 

without serving her significant other. Basic and committed, Savitri at first embraces a typical 

challenge and close herself in a dim space to ponder her life and youngsters in future and her 

such conduct is the image of ladies’ disgraceful condition in the Hindu society. She is pining 

for her freedom for individual presence. In any case, she is helped to remember the 
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youngsters. Also, this has made her eventually choose to surrender her battle for freedom. 

The progressive period of her life is all of a sudden gave way. She understands her absence of 

certainty and reliance on man. She loses the would like to survive in solitude. She reviles her 

destiny yet acknowledges the thrashing. The purposelessness, the dissatisfaction and her own 

inevitable shortcoming make her cry and cry. “This is defeat, I accept it. I am no good for this 

flight” (Narayan 190).  

 

Every one of her trusts are scorched to powder. She acknowledges vanquish with a sentiment 

a “crushed fighter”, who has lost the skirmish of life.  

 

Savitri is a devout lady who has confidence in the presence of God. She is god dreading and 

she goes to her Puja room in the house day by day. Like each Indian lady, she implores and 

reflects for no less than a couple of minutes consistently, and it might be one reason why, 

with every one of her distresses and sufferings, regardless she survives and can take a quiet 

perspective of presence.  

 

Other than her wifely part, Savitri is displayed as visually impaired, loving and circumspect 

mother. She nurtures her kids with protective obligations and loyalty. She feels worried about 

her child, Babu who has been compelled to go to class by the father notwithstanding this 

reality that he experiences fever. She exhorts her little girl, Kamala, not to come running in 

the road amid break for fear that she ought to bumble over and get hurt. She demands Sumati 

to take a greater amount of rice and curd in the break as she is excessively powerless and 

slight in body. While going out, she needs to bring the youngsters with her. In any case, she 

alters her opinion subsequently on the premise of the ion that they too have a place with her 

better half. She says that she has no claim upon them since her better half “paid the maternity 

specialist and medical caretaker”. In spite of the fact that Savitri leaves the top of her better 

half yet she is not ready to overlook her kids. The cold-bloodedness of her significant other 

towards her is remunerated by her affection for her honest youngsters. Despite the fact that 

she has allowed her kids to sit unbothered, she generally goes to God for their welfare. 

Furthermore, her sympathy toward her kids is appeared by her own question: “What will they 

do without me?” (Narayan 61).  

 

In spite of the fact that Savitri is unwilling to submit herself to her significant other in view of 

Ramani’s unlawful association with another lady, yet sentimentality for kids constrains her to 

reexamine her choice afresh. She abhors her better half however she adores her youngsters. 

She never forgets her youngsters in her depression. This reality is confirm when she says: 

“What a void they created! I must see them; I must see Babu, I must see Sumati and I must 

see Kamala” (Narayan 186-187).  
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Kids are more near their mom than to their dad, as mother has supporting and moving force 

which the father needs. The part of the mother in working up of the kid’s future and identity 

is critical. Mother is the image of tenderness in Indian convention. The picture of mother 

revered in the Vedas praises her as an embodiment of the characteristics of charitableness, 

friendship and dedication. A brutal truth which can’t be clarified or legitimized by any 

discerning framework is that of the imbalance of lady’s condition opposite man. A position of 

subordination has been customarily agreed to her at the command of male-ruled culture 

which appoints a horrid presence for her. Not self-declaration, but rather discipline; not 

mindfulness, but rather part satisfaction are anticipated from her by society, with its dug in 

thoughts of male-strength.  

 

The Dark Room is, along these lines, silver-fixed with maternal love and mother’s 

effortlessness the preeminent nature of a lady in the Indian social setting and legacy. From 

the times of the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, lady has been considered as a property of 

man.  

 

Savitri, being a committed spouse, then again, finds that a few activities of her significant 

other are probably going to let down his own position according to others. Now and then in 

the wake of going through the entire night with Shanta Bai, Ramani returns at a young hour 

in the morning. The milkman inquires as to whether the ace had gone out ahead of schedule. 

Savitri, at to start with, abstains from noting it yet when the milkman rehashes his question, 

she serenely answers that he needed to go out at a young hour in the morning to visit 

somebody. She doesn’t prefer to hear anything against her better half. Whenever Gangu, her 

companion, goes to her and begins discussing Ramani’s carelessness to her, she tries to 

occupy Gangu’s consideration regarding different focuses. At the point when Kamala sees 

Savitri’s swollen eyes and red nose she inquires as to whether her dad has chided her, she 

quickly answers that there is no doubt of reprimanding her, as their dad is not a man to 

chasten her with no reason. He once in a while does as such just when she accomplishes 

something incorrectly. Notwithstanding when the kids are approached about their dad’s 

nonattendance for the entire night, Savitri guards him saying that when men have work, they 

overlook nourishment, rest and even home.  

 

Savitri’s endeavor to submit suicide and her later living like a plain are a total disappointment 

thus she comes back to her youngsters and her agreeable home. She comes back to her 

significant other in light of the fact that she has no place else to go. Clarifying her own 

particular problem she comments”I am like a bamboo pole which cannot stand without a wall 

to support it” (Narayan 55).  
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Savitri feels the effect of the scourge of reliance and chooses that her girls must finish their 

training so they don’t confront a similar scrape of living like parasites. She seems like Sita in 

her agony and continuance, yet since Ramani is not Rama, the legendary parallel closures 

here. Savitri comes back to her home with the acknowledgment that: “A part of [her] is dead” 

(Narayan 208). 

 

Weakness is overwhelming her. She has no directly over her own particular youngsters and 

can’t shield them from her better half’s evil treatment or bring them with her when she 

abandons her home.  

 

Here in Narayan’s, The Dark Room I might want to value the character of Savitri, the female 

hero. Her coming back to her significant other’s home can’t be considered as Savitri’s 

accommodation. She returns simply because of her youngsters. Like a customary Indian 

mother, she can’t stifle her maternal friendship and feelings. The mother thinks more for her 

youngsters than the father. Her passionate and nostalgic connection towards her kids does not 

allow all her far from her kids. We can without much of a stretch see such happenings in our 

everyday life. Assume in an Indian family, if the father kicks the bucket, the vast majority of 

the moms stay as dowagers and give up whatever remains of their life to shoulder their 

youngsters. Yet, then again, if the mother kicks the bucket significantly prior in a family, the 

father re-weds again in the setting that he needs another mother for his kids to endure them. 

In this way, the case is same with Savitri’s life. Ramani remains the father of her youngsters 

only for the name purpose. The maternal sense in her attests itself. She chooses to return to 

the plain warmth of her youngsters. Her protective affections over-power her past 

insubordinate and sharp self. Be that as it may, Savitri is presently a changed lady. She no 

longer hurries to open the entryway for her husband– as she was acclimated to do it before. 

She battles against her better half and tries to change his propensities. She perceives the 

breaking points of her challenge in the given social condition. She is more experienced and 

develop than she is before she leaves home. To stay as spouse in the family she thinks that its 

important to yield different needs in her temperament and to stifle some portion of her legacy. 

She needs to acknowledge this irregularity. Accordingly, in this novel, R.K. Narayan 

demonstrates that different respectful and obedient Indian Hindu spouses endure quietly 

without having opportunity, decision and quality to surrender their part as housewives. Savitri 

fills in as an operator of mental knowledge and consciousness of the situation of the 

disastrous Indian lady who has neither the quality of will nor the monetary and instructive 

chances to withstand the out of line male hostility. In this manner, Savitrti, as Anita Desai’s 

Maya of Cry the Peacock, makes a valiant endeavor to pulverize the customary picture of 

ladies when all is said in done. 
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